
7/9/70 

Deer Beppy Ones, 

Delayed answering your ecstatic card from Oblivion 
on the Danube 

to give you time to est home, whereupon it got stac
ked upon until e beettiful 

thunderstorm got me down into the accumulation. 

May your joy never wane, your life be a perpetual ho
neymoent 

There is nothing specific I cee report that might p
lease you, but 

subject to the many teings you know about publishing
, I've placed my book on 

the Ray/King case with the next smallest publisher i
n tee land. he's to have it 

edited down from the more than 300,000 words of text
 to the capacity of his 

bindery in about a week. I've not gotten tee contrac
t yet, the. Until thinking 

of it to tell you, it wasn't even on my mind, which
 tells you of its state. If 

he does a good job, it will be a halluva book. 

I have to do a second finale ultimo, having won the
 suit with which 

the draft ended. But I cannot, because the incredibl
es in the eovernment are 

attempting to withholds single thing the significan
ce of which we both know 

(but they do not know I have it already!), which ma
y yet force it into court 

for that one item. If you can uaderstend this is wha
t serves their interest 

least, because it will give me e forum I'd otherwise
 not be able to get, then 

you know but one of the reasons I honor them with th
e title "incredibles". 

Actually, they are very bad people, who nave done ve
.r bed things only to find 

they can be embarrassed and can end have been caught
. This is eomething they've 

not experienced, especially from one so unimportant
, so they are even mere un-

comfortable. They never did think clearly, anyway, s
o they do not know Whet to 

do. I can't begin to make you understand how wierd t
he whole mess ie. But it 

is having a few good side effects. Like I get answer
s to letters now, and some 

of the things I ask for. Like for the first time, I 
have a picture of the 

Presidential garments that is a genuine photograph 
rather than e reproduction 

of an offset picture, which des •the screen built in
 and cannot be enlarged 

without the dots taking everything over. "First time
" means anywhere. Not one 

has been released. Need I tell you wily? 

But even this they couldn't do well. I asked it of 
two agencies, 

each of which had different shots. One (Justice) gav
e It to me with no hassle 

at all, while the other (Archives) refuses it. So, 
	sue them and the noble 

executor of the estate, who find all their flimsies
 torn away by Justice... 

I've drafted three more complhints, have tee fourth
 largely done, 

so we're off and running again. The chances of one g
etting to the Supreme 

Court are good. Ath each one designed to test a dif
ferent aspect of the 

untested law and to illuminate a different element 
of tee suppressed evidence, 

more than one may make it. 

I've evolved what 1 hope will be a kind of legal mi
nd-blower. 

Where they say they are not withholding anything an
d I say they are, t  plan 

to attach some of That they claim no to have to the
 complaint to illuminate 

the point: this is what you have that you say you do
 not. Denying they levee 

wnet will be a matter of record in the coispleint ma
y be a bit awkward. hope 

so, for it suits them so well! 

Me back to work and you back to your own delights, 
with the be 

wishes of both of us. 

Sincerely, 



• 

Enda t 

Erste Donau-Dampfschiffa 

SchloB Schonbiihel 
in der Wachau 
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